
The Illusion of Choice

Who are our heroes?

All people need role-models. A good role-model is a hero. Europoids and Arabs know this and so
they first deprive us of any hero and then they assign us select heroes that benefit their cause. We
are just too enslaved to understand this; our desperate hunger for any hero causes us to latch on to
their assigned hero. 

Sometimes, their assigned hero is quite obviously theirs. However, they are more clever than we
give them credit for. They also assign us heroes that many of us think we chose for ourselves.
The illusion of choice is something our enemies have mastered and frequently use to fool us, as
is evident in the illusion of choice between BET and Fox or between Democrat or Republican.
Their most clever was the illusion of choice between segregation and integration. They made us
not only believe that we wanted integration, but that it would solve our problems. We still
believe it even though statistics show that though there are more rich Black individuals, our race
as a whole remains even more disenfranchised and there are fewer Blacks who own businesses or
even their homes.

Because we have so few heroes, they know that we will defend the one we think we chose. For
example, many African Americans chose hip hop over rock because they think hip hop represents
their choice. 95% of the Hip Hop produced is not ours, but manufactured by our enemies to
promote poor critical thinking skills in the youth. 

This is what I meant between the illusion of the choice between a Black man who promoted
passivity for a White-Europoid God (MLK) and a Black man who promoted "any means
necessary" for an White-Arab named Fard Muhammad. Now it is true that Malcolm X's message
of "by any means necessary" is interesting. However, we don't realize that the Europoids allowed
him to give that message just as they allowed NWA to become hit artists. They knew it would
sell but not empower. 

Why would "by any means necessary" not empower? Because even if you fought to get a bunch
of money, houses, cars, etc, you will always chase after those who are in the image of God. Since
Malcolm's God was in the White-Arab image (whether you like it or not) the transference would
have simply been from the Europoid aspirations of MLK to the Arabcentric aspirations of
Malcolm. As evidence has shown, Arabcentricity in the African race has lead to nothing. Sure it
produced large empires, but empires serving an elite and built on a slave trade that exploited the
masses of other Africans. 

Understand this brothers and sisters, no man (no matter if he is as celebrated as Malcolm X and
Bob Marley) is our hero if he is not promoting the explicitly BLACK image of the Supreme
Being. This does not include presenting a white-Arab like Farad and telling me he is 1/32 Black.
It also doesn't include presenting an Amharic elite like Selassie who takes more pride in his
Asiatic Solomic roots than he does in being African and so he conducts genocide of the Black
Oromo and Omotic people of his own country. This is not the presentation of Black divinity
folks! There is nothing heroic about this.



The point I'm making is that yes, Malcolm X told us to fight, but you cannot simply fight for
things or "rights" in a material world. You will always struggle and not have everything you need
because you are focusing on multiple things and not the key thing. There is only one thing key
you are fighting for and this key will fix all of the other problems. This key thing is the
domination of the image of a God that looks like you. What do I have to tell you for you to
understand that is the single most important thing in the world. Why else has the Arab banned
images except for his language and why else has the Europoid devoted his entire culture to the
production of his image as both the religious and secular hero!

This is what the Kemetyu were telling us and why they made the two most important divinities,
Amen-Ra and Ausar, most characterized by midnight Black skin! 

There is no power like the power that comes from promoting your image as THE image of the
Supreme Being. Our enemies know this and do it daily through their media, yet we underestimate
its significance and focus on every other little thing. All your problems in the world have one
root source: it is your lack of commitment to showing yourself as both the divine and secular
supreme hero!

Below is Ausar (the God-Self) with an erect phallus as Min (the self-created creator) embodying
the position of the 90 degree right angle. This right angle is the basic unit of the mathematical
design of the universe. This was the way our ancestors were telling us that the Black God-Self is
the self-created creator that designs the universe. Kushite-Kemetic spirituality was not religion,
but the science of empowerment!


